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A sequence of perturbation theory diagrams, giving the main contribution to the asymptotic form of 
the phonon Green function for small energies and momenta, is summed. The summation reduces to 
the solution of a system of kinetic equations by the Chapman-Enskog method. As a result the Green 
function acquires new poles when compared with the unperturbed function; a pole appears which 
corresponds to thermal conduction and, in the model in which no account is taken of Coulomb inter
action and Umklapp processes, further poles appear corresponding to second sound. 

}. The model of an electron-phonon system in which no 
account is taken of Coulomb interaction or Umklapp 
processes is often used and has been studied in detail. 
The Green functions of this model at zero temperature 
have been investigated by Migdal.[1l 

In the present paper, the phonon Green function of 
this model is considered for T = 0 in the hydrodynamic 
regime ( ET, kl « 1, where T is the relaxation time 
and l is the mean free path). In this regime a sequence 
of the diagrams giving the main contribution to the 
Green function is distinguished. It is shown that sum
mation of this sequence reduces to the solution of a 
system of equations of the kinetic type. The solution of 
this system is found by the Chapman-Enskog method. 
It is shown that, in the second approximation of this 
method, the Green function Gph( E, k) has poles cor
responding to first and second sound and to thermal 
conduction. The thermal conduction pole remains even 
when Coulomb interaction and Umklapp processes are 
taken into account. The poles corresponding to second 
sound are characteristic only for a model without the 
latter interactions and disappear even if only one of 
them is included. 

In Sec. 2 the main sequence of diagrams is dis
tinguished and the system of kinetic equations is de
rived. The derivation follows from the fundamental 
work of Eliashberg,(2l in which kinetic equations are 
derived for a Fermi system. In Sec. 3 we consider the 
solution of the resulting system by the Chapman-Enskog 
method and find an expression for the function 
Gph(E, k) in the hydrodynamic regime. A limit on the 
coupling constant, which follows from the stability con
dition for the energy spectrum, is also discussed in 
Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we consider the effect of Coulomb 
interaction and Umklapp processes on the hydrody
namic asymptotic form of the Green function Gph(E, k). 

2. We shall consider the diagram summation using 
the example of a model of an electron-phonon system 
with the Hamiltonian 1> 

( p2 )+ . H' = H- J..N = ~ 2m- A ap,,ap,s + ~ wo(k)bk+bk 
p,s k<ko 

(2 .1) 

+ g ~ wo'''(k)ap+k,sap,,(bk+b-k+). 
1'2 V s, p, k<ko 

llWe use a system of units with h = k = I (hand k are Planck's and 
Boltzmann's constants). 
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Here x_ is the chemical potential, s = ± is the spin 
index, and wo(k) = cok. The sums over the phonon 
momenta are truncated at the upper limit k0 • 

The Hamiltonian (2 .1) does not take account of the 
Coulomb interaction between the electrons or of the 
Umklapp processes. The results which are obtained 
on inclusion of these are discussed in Sec. 4. 

The temperature diagram technique is constructed 
according to the known rules Y1 The expressions for 
the lines and vertices have the form: 

i<»n, ~,,· C~0}(i<»n,p,s)~{i6Jn-p 2/lm +JI.j-' 

ic.~n, k (O) . z {(' 2 z( )] -t ----------- r;f/' ('"'n,k)="'o(k) '"'n) _..,o k 

(2.2) 

__ _._ __ V=!f 

The exact electron and phonon Green functions Ge and 
Gph are depicted by heavy continuous lines and heavy 
dotted lines respectively. They are expressed in terms 
of the self-energy parts: 

( 1 )-1 
Gpb= G<•J -P . 

ph 

( 1 )-1 - --~ G.- G<~> ' 
(2 .3) 

The following exact diagrammatic equalities 

"''Jy = 1 + • IK,I' 19 + :B~]y 
.... ,-... ,k ,-k 

~]~ = ~-o + ~~E;[~ 
(2 .4) 

show that the function P (the polarization operator) is 
expressed in terms of the vertex part D1 and the exact 
electron function, while the vertex parts D1 and D2 

satisfy a system of linear equations. 
The electron and phonon lines in the diagrams (2.4) 

are heavy (i.e., they correspond to exact Green func
tions). Irreducible diagrams, .which cannot be cut 
vertically by breaking two lines, contribute to the 
blocks K1 to K4 • 

We are interested in the analytic continuation iwn 
- E of the temperature phonon function in the hydro
dynamic regime ( ET << 1 ). In this case the equations 
(2.4) for the vertex parts reduce to kinetic equations. 
Following Eliashberg, [21 we obtain their explicit form. 

First we select approximations for the self-energy 
parts 2; and P and the diagrams Ki in (2.4). We con-
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fine ourselves to the simplest perturbation theory dia
grams of the form 

/,.-- .... , 
0 &"'=' l:z = P ~ Pz = 

(2.5) 
~ 

Kz~ J~> --[ 1<,~ 
I 

/(J-;::::;:, l(q~O, I 

' 
, 

I __.__ 
where the lines and vertices correspond to the unper
turbed functions (2 .2) (in contrast to the diagrams 
(2 .4)). 

The approximation P ~ P2 ceases to be true for 
Er :::; 1. However, this approximation is valid in the 
equations (2 .5) for the vertex parts D1 and D2, since 
the phase volume of the regime in which it is not valid 
is small. In the hydrodynamic regime, as we shall see 
below, P differs essentially from P 2. 

The vertex parts D1 and D2 as functions of iw 1 are 
defined, on analytic continuation iw1 - z, in a plane 
with two branch cuts, Im z = 0, w. The system of 
equations for D1 and D2 reduces to equations for the 
boundary values of these functions at the edges of the 
branch cuts and takes the following form 

D~11 = 1 + Li1:> Di"1 + L~~~> D~11 + Li~> nJ•> + Ll~11 D;1>, 

D~•> = 1 + Li";1 Df1 + L~~~> D~11 + Li~•> nJ•> + Ll~11 Dii> 

DJ11 = L~~·> D~•> + L~~~> D~i> + Lg•> D~•> + L~~il D~i>, 

ni•> = L~":> nr> + Li~i> D~11 + L~~·> D~•> + L~~~> D~i> · 

(2.6) 

Here D~!~ are the boundary values of D1,2 at the in
ternal edges of the branch cuts ( Im z = + 0, w - 0) and 
D~ e~ are those at the external edges ( Im z = - 0, w + 0 ). 
L 'denotes integral operators acting on the functions 
D1,2; the expressions for L depend on the choice of 
approximations for ~. P and Ki (see (2.5)). 

On analytic continuation iw - E :::; T-1, the products 
of Green functions contained in the expressions for the 
operators L have closely-spaced singularities. These 
singularities lie on the same side of the contour of in
tegration over the energy variable in operators acting 
on D1eJ and on different sides in operators acting on 

. ' 
D(l). The contribution of expressions containing Die~ 

1,2 ' 
to the system (2 .6) turns out to be small, since the 
contour can be deformed away from singularities 
positioned on the same side of the contour. One can 
show that the contribution of expressions containing 
the operators L1e11 is also small. Therefore, in the 
first approximation 

(2 .7) 

For the functions Di!1, the system turns out to be 
nontrivial. The small region in the neighborhood of the 
Green function singulariti~~ m!lkes the main contribu
tion to the expressions Ljlf1Dfi"1• On integration over 
the energy variable, all functions apart from the 
product of Green functions can be taken outside the 
integral. The remaining integrals, each of a product 
of electron or phonon Green functions, are given by 

2ni 
~ G.(x +E,kt + k)G.(x,kt)dx = E- 81 (k1 +k)+ Et(kt)+ 2i~t ' 

r ( e.(k,) )2 
.l Gph (x +E, kt + k)Gph(x, kt)dx = 1--
• \ 2 I 

2ni 
X ·---

E-- e2 (kt + k)+ e,(kt)+ 2i~2 (2.8) 

In these formulas € 1(k1) = (kf/2m)- >.., and € 2(k1) 
= cok1 are the energy spectra of the electrons and pho
nons respectively; ~ 1 and ~ 2 are their imaginary 
parts (defined by the diagrams (2.5)). 

As the unknown quantities it is natural to introduce 
the functions 

Dli) (iw1-+ E!(k!), iw-+E,kt, k) 
h(k1 ; E, k) = , 

E- s,(k1 + k) + e!(kt) + 2i~l 

s2 (k;) D~i) (iw 1 -+ s2(k1), iw-+E, kt, k) 
g(kt; E, k)= · 

2 E- ez(k1 + k)+ ez(k1)+ 2i~z 

for which the system (2 .6) appears in the following 
form 

(2.9) 

(E- 2et' (ktk)) h + ilt (h, g) = 1, 
(E- 2e2'(ktk))g + ih(h, g)= 0. (2 .10) 

In (2.10) we have made the replacement 

e; (kt + k) - e;(kt) -+ (oe; I okt2) • 2 (k1k) == 2e/ (ktk) 

for k1 >> k. I1 and h denote the expressions 
ng• r 

l 1 (h g)=(1 + e-~•·<k•>)-- J d3kzd3kzez(k3)n!(kz)nz(ks) 
' (2n) 3 

X {e~e,(k,J6(ei(k1)- el(kz) + ez(ks) )1l(k1- kz+ ks) [h(k1)- h(kz) + g(ks)] 

+ 2e~•·<k•> 11(e1(ki)- ei(k2)- ez(k3) )11(k!-kz-ka)[h(k!) -h(kz) -g(ks)]}, 

2 2 (2.11) 
[z(h g)=(1- e-Pe~k·l)~ S d3kzd3kcez(k;)n,(kz)nl(ks) 

' (2n) 3 

xe~••(k,) /l(ez(kl)- El(kz)+ El(ks))/l(kl- kz + ks)[g(k,)- h(kz) + h(ks)], 

where 
n1 (k) = (e~•·<k > + 1)-1, nz(k) = (e~·~k> -1)-1. 

The equations (2.8) strongly resemble the system of 
linearized kinetic equations for the electron and pho
non distribution functions. The functions h and I2 
play the role of collision integrals. Their form is de
termined by the imaginary parts ~ 1 and ~ 2 of the 
energy spectrum by the following rule. We write out 
2 ~ 1 and 2 ~ 2 in the form of integrals with 0-functions 
expressing the law of conservation of energy-momen
tum. We multiply 2 ~ 1 by h ( k1 ), 2 ~ 2 by g( kt), bring 
h and g under the integral signs and then make the 
replacement 

h(kt) -+h(kt)- h(kz) ± g(ks), g(kt)-+ g(kt)- h(k2) + h(k3). 

The expressions (2 .11) are then obtained for I1 and I2. 
The polarization operator P for Er:::; 1 is ex

pressed in terms of the function L, introduced above, 
by the formula 

2g2~ r e~•·(k,) (2.12) 
P= (2n)• Jd3k1 (e~•·<k>l+i) 2 (Eh(k1)-1). 

To derive (2 .12) one must write out the diagrammatic 
equality for P in (2.4), reduce the sums over the fre
quencies to an integral of the boundary values of the 
function Dh and then take into account that, at the 
external edges of the branch cuts, according to (2.7), 
D~e> = 1, whilst at the internal edges, the main contri
bution is given by the neighborhood of the closely
spaced singularities of the Green functions. 

3. To solve the system (2.10) in the hydrodynamic 
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regime (E T « 1, kl « 1) one can use the Chapman
Enskog method/4 J We seek the first approximation for 
the functions h and g in the form of linear combinations 
of functions which cause the collision integrals to 
vanish: 

h=a+ (bk1) +cei(ki), g= (bk1) +ce2(k1). (3.1) 

The orthogonality conditions 
(11)1 = 0, (Ilkl)I + (/2k1)2 = 0, (/I8I(ki))I + (he2(k1))2 = 0. 

(3.2) 
hold for 11 and 12• Here we have used the notations 

2 r ePe,(k,) 
(cp(ki))! ==i (2:rt)3 J d3kl (ePe,(k,) + 1)2 Cf(kl), 

1 r eP•~k,) 

(1jJ(kt) h = (2:rt)3 J d3kl (eP•~k,) -1)2 'ljl(kl) 

(3.3) 

(the factor 2 in the definition of ( qJ ( k1) h takes account 
of summation over the spin index). 

The system of linear equations following from the 
conditions (3.2) gives for a, b and c the expressions 

(3.4) 

For the determinants A, A1, Aa and A3 we obtain the 
formulae 

~ = E[E2(k2) 12( (1) 1 (e2) 12- (e) 12) -
- 4/3k2( (e2) 12(e'k2) 12 + (1) 1 (ee'k2) 122 - 2(e) 1 (e'k2) 1 (ee'k2) 12)] 

""'(k2)I2((1)I(e2)I2- (E)I2)E(E2-u2k2), 
(3.5) 

L\1 = E2(k2) 12( (1) 1 (e2) 12- (e12)) -

- 4/ak2[ (1) 1 (ee'k2) 122- (e) 1 (e'k2) 1 (ee'k2) 12], 
~2 = 2E(e'k2)I((1)I(e2)I2- (8)!2), 

L\a = 4/ak2 (e'k2)I[(1)I(ee'k2)Iz- (e)I(e'k2)I], 

where, e.g., (E)l = (E1(k1)h and (E 2 ha = (d(kl)h 
+ (d(kl))a. 

Knowing h, we find from formula (2 .12) the first 
approximation for P in the Chapman-Enskog method: 

p = 4g•~ ( e'k2)t2 k2 1 __ 6_2k_2...,.... 
3 ( k2) 12 E 2 - u2k2 E2 - u2k2 

(3.6) 

Equating the denominator of the Green function Gph to 
zero, we obtain the equation 

(E2- c02k2) (E2 - u2k2) - co262k4 = 0, (3. 7) 

giving two branches of the energy spectrum. 
The expression c~( u2 - o2 ) is a product of the 

squares of the first and second sound velocities and so 
must be positive (otherwise the system will be un
stable). Hence follows an inequality which at low tem
peratures takes the form 

(3.8) 

where VF is the velocity at the Fermi surface. The 
inequality (3.8) coincides with the limit on the coupling 
constant obtained in Migdal's paperYl We see that it 
guarantees the existence of the second sound branch. 
The derivation given here for this inequality formally 
uses approximations for ~. P and Ki (see (2.5)) which 
are valid only for g2 << ?T2/m2 vF. However, it can be 
justified by noting that the kinetic equations (2.10) can 
also be obtained for g2 ~ ?T 2/m 2 vF if we replace the 
electron and phonon spectra E1 and E2 by renormalized 
quantities. 

In the second approximation of the Chapman-Enskog 
method it is necessary to find corrections oh and og 

to the functions (3 .1) of the first approximation and to 
calculate the coefficients a, b and c with greater pre
cision. The functions oh and og, though formally ob
tainable by transformation of the collision integral 
operator, in practice must be calculated by approxi
mate methods. The coefficients a, b and c in the 
second approximation are obtained from the orthogon
ality conditions (3.2). The second approximation for 
the polarization operator P is given by the formula 
(2 .12) in terms of the second approximation for h and 
is found to be 

6•k2(E- ia.EZ + ix,k2) 
p = -=--'"'=-:,..,-::--:--:-::-:-::--'-....,.-:-::" 

(E + ix1k 2)[(E + it]k2)2- u•k2] 
(3.9) 

The constants a, Tl, K1 and Ka are expressed in 
terms of kinetic coefficients and must be calculated by 
approximate methods. As a result the Green function 
acquires a further (thermal) pole. 

E = -ixk2, x = (u'x1- II%) I (u2 - 112) (3.10) 

(for o2 << u2, we shall have K = Kl). 
In the sound branches imaginary contributions ~k2 

appear which determine the attenuation. 
A superfluid Fermi-Bose system, in the description 

of which the Bose-particles are replaced by phonons 
(a valid replacement at sufficiently low temperatures), 
is a real system for which Coulomb interaction and 
Umklapp processes are excluded. [sJ For such a system 
the boson Green function, in addition to the poles cor
responding to the two sound branches, must also have a 
pole corresponding to thermal conduction. We recall 
that, as was shown by Bogolyubov,[e] the Green func
tion of a superfluid Bose system does not have a 
thermal pole. The inequality (3.8) may be considered 
in this case as an upper limit for kF ~ p~3, i.e., as a 
limit on the concentration of Fermi-particles in the 
Fermi-Bose system. 

4. We shall discuss now how the results are changed 
when Coulomb interaction and Umklapp processes are 
taken into account. 

For a system with Coulomb interaction it is advis
able to separate out the "irreducible Coulomb" dia
grams contributing to P; these cannot be cut at the 
Coulomb vertex 41Te 2 k-2, which is singular for small 
k. We denote the sum of these diagrams by P. Then 
P is expressed in terms of P by the formula 

P = P[1- (4:rte2k-2) g-2P]-1. (4 .1) 

A formula of the type (3 .9) for P is now true for P as· 
well. As a result we obtain for the function P the ex
pression 

62k2(E- iaE2 + ix2k2) 

p = (E+ix1k2) ( (E+itjk2)'-u2k2) -4:rte262g-2 (E- iaE2 + tx2k•) (4.2) 

The second acoustic branch is then converted into a 
plasma branch with w = (4?Te 202g-2) 112, 

In the presence of Umklapp processes, momentum 
is not conserved (it is conserved to within a reciprocal 
lattice vector). We therefore seek the first approxi
mation of the Chapman-Enskog method in the form 

h =a+ cei(ki), g = cez(ki). (4.3) 

The further calculations are performed according to 
the usual scheme of the Chapman-Enskog method. The 
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first approximation for P is found to be zero and the 
second approximation has the following form: 

P = -ix2k2(E + ix 1k2). (4 .4) 

As a result the phonon Green function acquires a 
thermal pole. 

We see that the thermal pole in the energy spec
trum is present in each case, whereas the second 
sound branch disappears when Coulomb interaction or 
Umklapp processes are included. If the latter interac
tions are for some reason small compared to the main 
one, so that the corresponding relaxation time T 1 is 
significantly greater than the time To of the main in
teraction ( T 1 >> T 0 ), second sound may exist in the 
interval T;:1 « E « T(/. 

The author is grateful to L. D. Faddeev for discus
sions. 
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